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The destination for all things Surface-approved.

Surface editors tell the stories of best-in-class brands through
the lens of design and have featured some of the most influential
creative figures of the past three decades, including David Adjaye,
Jonathan Anderson, Jeanne Gang, and Peter Zumthor.
Now Surface brings you The List, an online community and
directory where our design-savvy audience can discover top-quality
brands and firms endorsed by our editors.

Find Out More
surfacemag.com/the-list

WSDIA
Surface says:
“WSDIA’s namesake
slogan, “We Should
Do it All,” is an apt
description for a
company that applies
design solutions
across a range of
creative disciplines.
The studio is
particularly skilled at
getting to the heart of
a client’s identity and
expressing it through
engaging, witty, often
immersive media.”

Coming Soon
Weekly features on
SurfaceMag.com highlighting
members of The List:

Scott Group Studio
“Scott Group Studio not only creates top-of-the-line
carpets and rugs, but does so in a variety of styles.
There’s something to suit every taste—and a wide
range of clients showcases.”

East Fork Pottery

Wolf-Gordon

“Despite its no-frills approach, East Fork’s ceramics
make for arresting, albeit subdued, statement pieces
throughout the home. The simplicity of its work evades
the ephemerality of trends, producing objects that exude
an enduring appeal. ”

“With its vast selection of wall coverings, textiles, and
paints, Wolf-Gordon wraps interior spaces with new
life. Its offerings—rich with texture, color, and now
the ability to be drawn on and erased—abandon the
ordinary in favor of the spectacular. ”

Still & Tandem
“Combining visual and
aromatic design into a
seamless experience, Still &
Tandem is in the business of
designing a total experience:
from creating custom
incenses to emphasizing the
sculptural qualities of its
smoke seen on the surface of
a mirror. A single product
can transform a room into
a space of reflection—both
literally and figuratively.”

Topics span city spotlights,
gift guides, and best-of
roundups for gadgets, kitchens,
flooring, watches, and more.
Additional benefits:
 E-commerce and affiliate
program
 Data and analytics to power
lead generation
 Ability to collaborate with
Surface to sell exclusive
products by notable designers

Cerno
“Cerno is a trio of designers exploring new forms in
lighting. With simple slats of wood as a foundation, their
work carries a surprisingly forward-thinking aesthetic.”

Find Out More
surfacemag.com/the-list

